Title word cross-reference

ifdef [447].
-nearest [250]. -star [838].
13th [315]. 19 [989, 1109]. 1987 [57].
3 [872]. 3rd [131].
'97 [65].


During [38, 129, 216, 375, 871, 921, 1004, 1014].
Dynamic [14, 153, 265, 309, 461, 618].
dynamics [664]. dyslexia [882].
e-commerce [616]. Early
early-deployed [109]. Eclipse [647].
economic [280]. Economics [234, 380].
escosystems [647, 862, 1111].
editors [315, 329].
educational [335]. Educators [61].
effect [17, 158, 254, 285, 370, 567, 699, 796, 963, 1048, 1049].
Effective [124, 553, 718, 810, 864, 954, 1055].
effects [272, 337, 377, 484, 514, 630, 725, 732, 794, 808, 1066].
Efficiency [104, 337, 364, 493, 549, 655, 717].
effort-aware [918]. EIF [1042]. Eiffel [682].
electronic [832]. elements [317].
elicitation [552, 712]. elicitations [422].
elicited [387]. Eliciting [396]. elimination [446, 523].
Eman [42].
embedded [464, 1056]. emergency [668].
emotions [758].
Engineering [41, 42, 282, 284, 358, 403, 443, 466, 478, 507, 565, 618, 643, 646, 653, 759, 806, 849, 880, 989, 1108].
enGINEERING [646].
environments [782, 818].
EPIC-DEPLOY [109]. EASE [106].
Eclipse [647]. economic [280]. Economics [234, 380].
escosystems [647, 862, 1111].
editors [315, 329].
educational [335]. Educators [61].
effect [17, 158, 254, 285, 370, 567, 699, 796, 963, 1048, 1049].
Effective [124, 553, 718, 810, 864, 954, 1055].
effects [272, 337, 377, 484, 514, 630, 725, 732, 794, 808, 1066].
Efficiency [104, 337, 364, 493, 549, 655, 717].
effort-aware [918]. EIF [1042]. Eiffel [682].
electronic [832]. elements [317].
elicitation [552, 712]. elicitations [422].
elicited [387]. Eliciting [396]. elimination [446, 523].
Eman [42].
embedded [464, 1056]. emergency [668].
emotions [758].
Empirical [178, 466]. Empirically-Based [178]. Employees [147].
Empowering [895]. EMSE [245].
Enabling [173, 1088]. Encapsulation [38].
encourage [449]. end [1093]. end-to-end [1093].
energy [780, 867, 897, 912]. engage [982]. engine [415]. engineer [716].
engineered [744, 1022].
Ensemble [625, 879]. Ensemble-based [625, 879].
equal [430]. Ericsson [735, 813].


Increasing [10, 28]. incremental [370, 913]. independent [475, 988]. indirect [1081].


Inspection [18, 50, 62, 74, 165, 169, 253, 655]. Inspections [68–70, 96, 124, 188, 203, 470].


interfaces [522]. Internal [57, 294, 486]. International [23, 80, 131, 161].

interaction [789]. interpretability [873].

Interpretable [160]. interpretation [1040]. Interrater [77]. introduced [978].


Investigated [130]. Investigating [56, 122, 223, 243, 378, 484, 608, 673, 857, 990, 1070].


ISESE [161]. Issue
non-cloned [46, 169, 211, 342, 381, 608, 804, 942]. Non


packages [975, 1083]. packaging [862]. pain [720]. Pair [208, 259, 328, 484]. Pair-wise
product-line [1080]. Production [104, 382].
productive [723]. Productivity
[10, 280, 528, 599, 675, 725, 732, 1013, 1038].
products [964]. Profession [61].
Professional [69, 320, 858]. Professionals
[109, 211, 756, 848, 972, 1050]. profiles [325].
Profiling [361]. Program
[154, 158, 254, 309, 410, 432, 447, 501, 529,
557, 696, 806, 818, 824–827, 856, 882, 967, 998, 1003, 1089, 1090].
programmable [482]. Programmer
[38, 725]. Programmers
[45, 46, 59, 671, 697, 853, 882, 1018].
Programming [180, 199, 208, 243, 328, 368,
461, 484, 503, 680, 820, 826, 885, 890, 902, 986,
1010, 1042, 1055, 1061]. Programs
[58, 105, 108, 199, 406, 828, 926, 950]. Project
[29, 81, 100, 181, 187, 192, 219, 255, 353, 521,
582, 639, 655, 692, 708, 743, 748, 894, 987, 997,
1057, 1058, 1064]. project-level [655].
project-specific [997]. Projects
[211, 231, 271, 295, 337, 379, 413, 425, 428, 488,
543, 599, 610, 663, 665, 666, 689, 690, 706, 744,
755, 798, 833, 886, 898, 947, 949, 966, 1022,
1037, 1047, 1066, 1076]. ProMeTA [806].
promises [638]. Promoter [642]. Prone
[30, 64, 79, 167, 351]. proneness
[314, 367, 384, 408, 409, 486, 1070].
propagation [246, 284, 655, 1011, 1098].
proposing [628]. proprietary [490, 833].
ProSim’98 [71]. Prospects [31].
protected [950]. Protecting [147].
Protocols [262]. provenance [1023].
pseudo [884]. pseudo-tested [884]. PSP
[87, 103]. psychometric [368]. public
[858, 1023]. Publication [67]. Publish
[1052]. Published [130, 170, 171]. pull
[910, 949]. purpose [410, 818], push [1089].
PyPI [975]. PyPy [915]. Python [872].
Q&A [664, 784, 875, 883, 953]. QIP [29].
QIP/GQM [29]. QoS [359]. QoS-aware
[359]. Qualitative [26, 142, 143, 225, 352, 385,
386, 407, 495, 758, 793]. Quality
[3, 10, 87, 117, 122, 123, 135, 186, 190, 202, 217,
218, 270, 275, 280, 302, 303, 308, 362, 377, 380,
437, 445, 486, 524, 534, 544, 567, 641, 651, 702,
725, 732, 740, 773, 934, 963, 981, 988, 1066,
1082, 1084, 1092]. Quantifying [31, 275, 629].
Quantitative
[129, 201, 336, 352, 489, 495, 758]. quasi
[308, 379, 474]. quasi-experiment [379].
 quasi-experimental [308, 474]. queries
[815, 921, 1028]. query [903]. Querying
[332, 865, 876]. question [771, 1007].
Questionnaire [57]. questions
[871, 994, 1007].
real-time [872]. Raised [612, 871].
randomised [307]. randomness [507].
rank [640, 660, 910, 996].
rank-performance-based [996]. ranking
[592, 792]. rapid [534, 564, 566, 766, 922].
Rater [659]. Rates [117]. ratings [838, 850].
Re [456, 968, 1065, 1105]. re-delegation
[1065]. re-implementation [968].
re-opened [456]. Re-visiting [1105]. react
[948]. reaction [802, 948]. read [697].
readers [832]. Reading
[9, 118, 188, 196, 237, 540]. README [887].
Real [199, 265, 610, 710, 810, 1017, 1086].
real-time [610, 1086]. Realizing [303].
Really [50, 118, 452, 554, 762, 859].
reasonable [578]. reasoning [529].
Recapture [70]. recognition [830].
Recognizing [955, 1054].
Recommendation [761, 764, 769, 1055].
Recommending [569, 1096].
reconstructing [318]. Recovering [511].
recovery [323, 583, 683, 685, 704, 781, 888].
recurrent [938]. Recurring [723].
Reducing [341, 786]. reduction [306, 904].
Redundancy [861]. Redundancy-free
[861]. Reengineering [737, 860, 980].
refactoring
[512, 530, 541, 621, 651, 679, 1024].
refactorings [616]. reference [569].
refinement [242]. Refining [369, 416].


Tests [302, 472, 920, 1026]. text [351, 430, 622, 755, 921, 932, 1028].

Three-Group [218]. Threshold [180].
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XML [943, 944]. XP [209].

Years [194]. Yes [139].

Zen [658]. Zen-ReqOptimizer [658].
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